Practitioners’ Workshop Sessions

Saturday, 15 June 2019 – Memorial Gym

1:00 - 5:00 pm | Disability and Sport
- Ron Davis, Texas Woman’s University – Using Disability Sport in General Physical Education
- Peter Strauss, UCLA – Prime Time – Peer facilitated team sports
  Mid-afternoon break
- Ken Black, The Inclusion Club, UK – Modifying Team Sports to Include Students with Disabilities in General Physical Education
- Cathy McKay, James Madison University – Using Paralympics School Day to Change Attitudes

Dinner on your own

Sunday, 16 June 2019 – Memorial Gym

9:00 am - 12:00 pm | Special Olympics Mini Symposium
- Ray Roberts – Special Olympics International (Unified Fitness)
- Jenni Hakkinen – Special Olympics Eastern Europe (Unified Schools and Inclusive Youth Engagement)
- Val Reinford, Special Olympics Virginia (Champions Together Program)
  Mid-morning break
- Ellen Anderson & Rebecca Ralston – Special Olympics International (Young Athletes) and Val Reinford, Special Olympics Virginia (Little Feet Meet)
- Rick Jeffrey, President, Special Olympics Virginia (SO High Performance Program)
- Martin Block, UVA – Motor Activities Training Program (MATP) for athletes with severe, multiple disabilities.

Lunch provided by Symposium

1:00 – 4:30 pm | Unique Programs
- Carrie Jean Elkins, Germany, Founder of Drums Alive, Drums Alive
  Mid-afternoon break
- David Ludeka, PT, PhD, Fried Center for Advanced Excellence (FCAP), The Evolutionary Mismatch and Medical Exercise
- Ann Griffin – APE Specialist, Iowa - No tech, low tech and high tech equipment solutions in physical education for students with severe/multiple disabilities

Practitioner and Student Barbeque and Activities at UVA – 5:30 – 8:00 pm – Nameless Field
Practitioners’ Workshop Sessions, cont.

Monday, 17 June 2019 – Newcomb Hall Theater

10:15 am - 12:45 pm | Autism

- Diane Talarico-Cavanaugh, Piedmont Regional Education Program, Charlottesville – The Theory Behind Using Visual Supports

Mid-morning break

- Christy Slone, APE Specialist, Fairfax County Schools, Virginia – Make and Take – Create your own Visual Supports
- Joann Judge – University of Southern Mississippi, Using Video Modeling in Physical Education
- Loriane Dos Santos Favoretto, Auburn University - ACEing Autism (tennis for children with ASD)

Lunch provided by Symposium

2:15 – 5:15 pm | Autism (continued)

- David Geslak – Exercise Connection – Using Visual Supports and Video Modeling in Exercise Programs for Children with ASD
- Andy Colombo-Dougovito, University of North Texas – Using Constraints to Teach Fundamental Motor Patterns to Children with ASD
- Alexia Flynn, Matthew Barker, Katie Smith and Courtney Wolfson, Fairfax Co. Schools, Virginia - Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of...a Quality Adapted PE Program Utilizing ABA Strategies
- Emily Munn, Auburn University – I Can Swim (swimming for children with autism)
- Martin Block, UVA - An Affinity-based Approach to Physical Activity for Children with ASD

Dinner on your own

Dr. Martin Block from the University of Virginia is the ISAPA coordinator, and feel free to email him at meb7u@virginia.edu if you have questions about ISAPA.